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4 different unlocking methods for your iPhone 6, 6 Plus 6S & 6S Plus ✅ Quick ... When unlocked you can then use any SIM, or
use any cell network, ... The Gevey SIM unlock requires you to buy a small computer chip that sits .... Once the R-SIM chip is
securely fastened, place your unsupported Nano SIM card right on top of it. For example, if you have a Sprint-locked .... Gevey
SIM Unlocked on a Sprint 4s gevey, sim, sprint, unlocked 1 ... For Sale: LNIB iphone 4s 32gb locked to Telus but with Gevey
sim 32gb, .... unlock an iPhone to use any carrier made easy with gevey sim or rsim. Hey guys! Is your iPhone locked to a
specific network or carrier? Use our simple guide on .... Here's how you can unlock your iPhone model with a Turbo SIM. ...
Alternatively, you can purchase any other interposer SIM card like Turbo, Gevey, ... unlocked and you can insert any carrier
SIM without activation locks.. How To Unlock Any iPhone (Including The Latest XS, XS Max, XR) On iOS 12 Using This R-
SIM And ICCID Trick. RP Staff. Buying an unlocked .... iPhones can be unlocked legally, and some situation might even allow
... Use Gevey SIM or R-SIM Card to Unlock your iPhone 6S Plus and 6S.. However, there is now a solution for iPhone
unlocking that is using Gevey sim. It supports all locked iPhones running iOS 11.3.1 or lower iOS version and you .... Jump to
Gevey SIM unlock - Gevey SIM unlock. This method is actually quite clever. You buy a small computer chip called an
interposer which you place .... Let's say you bought your iPhone with AT&T and wanted to unlock it to use with ... your phone is
locked to, or by using a Gevey-SIM type chip, the ones that you .... IPhone Unlock+Gevey: OK guys and girls, have problem
with your iPhone? A locked one? An unlocked one gets locked again? No service? "No SIM Card .... Let me guess - your
iPhone 6, 6S pIus is locked to a carrier and you have ... unlock your iPhone and use any SIM cards, any carriers / networks from
any countries. ... Gevey SIM is an invention from China, a very thin piece of equipment which .... Using a Gevey SIM, a locked
iPhone can be unlocked and used with any network. The two most popular Gevey SIMs today are XSIM and RSIM, both
available ...

For instance, you can use an unlocked iPhone on AT&T, T-Mobile as well ... with the use of a chip known as RSIM, which
could be GEVEY, TPSIM, ... work like a factory-unlocked iPhone so long your SIM card is on the RSIM.. Or, dial
50057672*88# Or, use another iPhone other with ios12, dial *5005767288# Or, use an unlocked iPhone. insert the chip and
your sim into .... But it was a supposedly “unlocked” iPhone on Amazon, eBay or whichever ... Chip unlock works with the
iPhone 6, iPhone 7, iPhone 8, iPhone X, iPhone XS, ... A Gevey SIM is one of the oldest unlock methods for iPhone.. After
your carrier confirms that they unlocked your iPhone, follow the steps below. If you have a SIM card from a carrier other than
your current .... ICCID Activation bug can factory unlock any iPhone with a Turbo SIM. ... Button > Then Select > Emergency
Call > then put this Code to go in Rsim or JV Menu. ... You can now use your iphone as Factory Unlocked with Lock Carrier
Function.. However, there is now a solution for iPhone unlocking that is using Gevey sim. It supports all locked iPhones running
iOS 11.3.1 or lower iOS .... Get Factory Unlocked by going to our UNLOCK iPhone Page to order the iPhone unlocking
service. ... But what is the restriction when using a Gevey SIM?
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